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The
‘Catapultizer’

The perfect eyeopener for any business event. A turbulent show is offering refreshing views, pungent
questions, interaction, and humor. As an opener, after lunch or as a closing session. What about a 
stand-up comedian delivering a Keynote speech on Disruptive innovation, you might think? Well, 
you can say the same about an adolescent creating a social platform in his garage and subsequently
becoming a billionaire. That́s how you can look at it. I do. If you are somehow familiar with 
economics, you are aware of the volatile and bizarre world we enter — an era of incredible business 
opportunities as well as unpredictable disasters. In short, exciting times! For this reason, opportunities as well as unpredictable disasters. In short, exciting times! For this reason, 
my Keynote promises to be a real eyeopener for anyone involved in the business

‘I invented an app to hit a nail in the wall’. 

Six steps to Disrupt yourself

I created an app that hits a nail in the wall. The app became a trending topic, and then nothing 
remained the same. It would make practically all tools obsolete. Do you doubt its authenticity?
Yoúre thinking. Great. Your most significant competitor is possibly thinking too, that disrupts the 
market and develops an entirely new business model. About something yoúve never thought about  
a new product, service; Disruptive innovation: a real threat or a buzz word?

With twenty-five years of experience in tailor-made speeches, this unique Key-show will make the
difference at your convention. Many people talk about change. Companys have to change. I think 
you first have to disrupt yourself before you can enter a new world of opportunities. With my six 
steps to disrupt yourself Keynote, I create a lot of energy. My special weapon is The 
Catapultizer. That’s is a great tool to interact with your audience. Visit nextglobalspeaker.com for 
more information, showreels, and testimonials.

‘an absolute bonus in a speakers line-up‘an absolute bonus in a speakers line-up’
Tom knew exactly how to hit the nail with his perfect timing and great content.
Eduard Scheapman, CEO Founder Tribes
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Content Keynote:
Disruption: the status quo
Definition: What́s in it for us? 
Embrace or relieve? 
The six steps to Disrupt yourself 
Find the best version of yourself
The Dig Deeper ConceptThe Dig Deeper Concept
The Catapultizer: interaction 
with the audience
Wrap up of chances and 
opportunities.
An inspirational closing
Positive energy.


